1993 mercury grand marquis

Make Model Year. Price and Payment. Vehicle History. Engine and Drivetrain. Vehicle Listing
Details. We stock and locate custom high-quality cars in all price ranges for our customers and
friends. It is equipped with a 4 Speed Automatic transmission. It is offered As-Is, extended
warranty is available. Comfortable but agile, its low maintenance Automatic transmission and
its strong Gas V8 4. You've done your research, so call our sales team at to schedule a time to
stop by Roland Rich Ford at E 4th Street, Delavan, IL to take a test drive. One Owner low
mileage grandpa's car. Freshly inspected serviced including a transmission service runs and
drives great seats 6 a real highway cruiser. New tires everything works and talk about safe! We
have been the recipient of the Quality Dealer of The Year and Man of the year awards presented
by the Pennsylvania Independent Automobile Dealers Association and are proud to uphold their
code of conduct. Visit Dreier Auto Sales Inc online at It has an Automatic transmission and a
Gas V8 4. Beautiful 1 owner Grand Marquis. Powerful 4. Very clean inside and out. Garage kept.
Just serviced and ready for many decades to come! Recent Arrival! Air Conditioning, Power
driver seat, Power windows, Speed control. Come in and bid to get crazy deals! Come during
the week or early Saturday to sit in, start up, and inspect the vehicles before you bid. Gates
open at 9AM. You can even test drive this car to your own mechanic for inspection on weekdays
Mon-Fri. Its Automatic transmission and Gas V8 4. Call our sales team today at to schedule a
time to come take a test drive at Roland Rich Ford in Delavan, IL! We look forward to working
with you! Popular searches. My notifications My Account. Save Search. Enter your ZIP code to
show only relevant vehicles for sale nearby. Search radius. Home delivery available. Only show
local listings. Year s. Price and Payment Loan Price. Engine and Drivetrain Transmission
Automatic Drivetrain Rear Wheel Drive Cylinders 8 cylinders Fuel Economy. Vehicle Listing
Details Recently added listings. Listings with recent price drops. No accidents. Really nice car
for the money. Five Star Dealer. New Listing. Showing 1 - 18 out of listings. Overall Consumer
Rating. I needed a reliable, safe, affordable and clean family car. The LS meets all of the criteria.
My 7 year old daughter and wife are caught up in the small car preference but I explained the
values of the car vs. Many of the repairs that others mentioned as negatives were fixed before I
purchased the car. I found the car at an estate sale and looked for such a car for about 3
months. The previous owner, an older man, took great care of the car. I also like that I am
driving a US brand car. A great value! Read more. Read less. Sign Up. From to , it was the
premium model of the Mercury Marquis line of full-size sedans , becoming a standalone model
line in For and , it was sold alongside the revival of the Mercury Marauder. For 31 years, the
Grand Marquis and Crown Victoria were functionally identical twins, built together on the same
assembly line in Canada with only minor trim styling separating them. Produced across three
generations, the Grand Marquis was offered nearly exclusively as a four-door sedan; a two-door
sedan was marketed from to From to , the model line included the wood-trimmed Mercury
Colony Park station wagon. While the discontinuation of the Mercury brand was announced
during , Mercury produced a limited run of vehicles. On January 4, , the final Grand Marquis
rolled off the assembly line, becoming the final Mercury vehicle ever produced. From to , the
Marquis was a two-door hardtop version of the Mercury Monterey. For , Mercury reconfigured
its full-size model range. While the Marquis was expanded to a full model range, the Montclair
and Park Lane were discontinued, with the Marquis adopting the Brougham trim of the Park
Lane; the Colony Park station wagon was integrated into the Monterey line. Replacing the S, the
Marauder was revived as a fastback variant of the Marquis, lasting through For , the Grand
Marquis nameplate made its first appearance, introduced as an interior trim package of the
Marquis Brougham. To expand its full-size model range upward, the Grand Marquis became the
highest-trim Marquis, slotted above the Brougham. The Grand Marquis was equipped with the
V8; 4-wheel disc brakes were offered as an option. For , in the interest of fuel economy, a
cubic-inch V8 became standard through , with a cubic-inch V8 becoming standard for , except in
California where the V8 was standard. The remained available as an option. For this generation,
four-door models were thin-pillar sedans, with frameless door glass but a thin fixed B pillar
between the doors. Coupes retained the hardtop body from pre cars but had fixed rear windows.
For the model year, as Ford and Mercury downsized their full-size model lines, the Grand
Marquis made its return, gaining interior space over its predecessor. For , Mercury downsized
its full-size model line for the first time, with the Grand Marquis making its return as the
premium model of the Mercury Marquis model range. Seventeen inches shorter and nearly
pounds lighter dependent on powertrain than its predecessor. While its exterior footprint
closely matched the Cougar Montego intermediate sedan, the Grand Marquis saw gains in
interior and luggage space. During the early s, all three Ford divisions underwent a substantial
revision of their full-size and mid-size model ranges. Within Mercury, for , the Fox mid-size
platform was repackaged as the Marquis, with an all-new Cougar produced solely as a two-door
coupe the Zephyr was discontinued, replaced by the front-wheel drive Topaz. The Grand

Marquis was left as the sole full-size Mercury; for the first time since , the division produced a
single sedan nameplate alongside the Colony Park station wagon. During its production, the
first-generation Grand Marquis was marketed against the Buick Electra , Oldsmobile 98 , and
Chrysler New Yorker and Fifth Avenue both in size and price; by , it would be the final vehicle in
its segment produced with a rear-wheel drive layout and a V8 engine. The first-generation Grand
Marquis was built on the rear-wheel drive Ford Panther platform. While Ford and Mercury
sedans had shared common chassis underpinnings since , the Panther chassis marked the first
time the two model lines shared a common wheelbase Although reduced in size, the Grand
Marquis would retain the basic suspension design of its predecessor, with a live rear axle
suspension and double wishbone independent front suspension , with coil springs at all four
wheels. In , gas-charged shock absorbers were standardized for the model line, with
load-leveling rear air suspension introduced as an option. For , inch wheels made their return as
standard equipment after having been an option since As the Grand Marquis became a distinct
model line for , its powertrain underwent several revisions. The standard 4. Both the 5. The
first-generation Grand Marquis was offered by Mercury solely as a sedan, in two-door and
four-door configurations. For only, the Grand Marquis was offered as a station wagon
effectively a Colony Park without woodgrain trim ; from onward, all full-size Mercury wagons
were Colony Parks. While styled nearly identical to the LTD Crown Victoria, the first-generation
Grand Marquis was three inches longer than its Ford counterpart; alongside the doors and front
and rear windows, only the bumpers are externally shared between the two model lines. After
the model year, the two-door Grand Marquis was discontinued; only 4, were produced. In
contrast to the stainless-steel band surrounding the B-pillars of the LTD Crown Victoria, the
Grand Marquis was offered with multiple vinyl roof configurations, sharing the B-pillar "coach
lamps" of the Lincoln Town Car. The Grand Marquis was styled with a different rear fascia,
using full-width taillamps separated by the license plate. During its production, the
first-generation Grand Marquis underwent minor changes. For , simulated vents were removed
from the front fenders. For , as the Grand Marquis became a distinct model line, the grille and
taillamps were redesigned. For , the Grand Marquis underwent a mid-cycle revision, with
restyled front and rear fascias, better integrating the bumpers into the bodywork. To save
weight, steel bumpers were replaced by aluminum. From to , the Grand Marquis sedan was
offered solely as a six-passenger sedan with a front bench seat. While largely similar to its Ford
counterpart, the dashboard of the Grand Marquis was trimmed with brushed stainless steel; in
place of the horizontal speedometer, the Grand Marquis was fitted with two square pods for the
fuel gauge, warning lights, and speedometer. In , the dashboard underwent several revisions.
Alongside the adoption of a single-DIN radio unit phased in across all Ford vehicles , the 8-track
cassette player and CB radio options were discontinued; control of the horn shifted from the
turn signal stalk to the steering wheel. As part of the revision, the interior was updated with
all-new seats distinguished by taller head restraints , an updated dashboard with more wood
trim and revised gauges. For , the interior underwent a second major revision. To comply with
passive-restraint regulations, the Grand Marquis was given a driver-side airbag; the rear
outboard seats received 3-point seatbelts. From to , the Grand Marquis returned as a sub-model
of the Mercury Marquis model line. For , the Grand Marquis was expanded to an unnamed
standard trim and the top-trim LS. The former effectively replaced the Marquis Brougham the
Brougham nameplate was adopted by the mid-size Marquis and the latter was a trim designation
adopted across the Mercury model line during the s. The badging of the model line underwent a
revision, as the script lettering used since its introduction was replaced by block-style lettering
in the style of the Sable, Topaz, and Tracer ; the Lincoln-style hood ornament was replaced by a
version with the Mercury "flying M" badge", which were added to the trunk lid and wheels.
Unveiled on November 28, , for the model year , both Ford and Mercury Panther-platform cars
underwent their most extensive changes since their introduction for While the chassis was
retained, the body was all-new from the ground up. After thirteen years on the market, the
full-size sedans from Mercury and Ford were struggling against far more modern competition.
Additionally, as an unintentional consequence of years of badge engineering , the Grand
Marquis and its LTD Crown Victoria counterpart were left as virtual identical twins. In a
significant break from precedent, the Grand Marquis and Ford Crown Victoria no longer an LTD
model were allowed completely different bodies; the only visually shared body parts were the
front doors and the windshield. Development began in early , with a design approval in ,
January 14, start of production, and March 21, introduction. In line with the rest of Ford Motor
Company vehicles sold in North America, aerodynamics and fuel economy played a large role in
the design of the new Grand Marquis. Unlike the Crown Victoria, which followed the design
themes of the Ford Taurus, the Grand Marquis would combine contemporary design with
traditional styling features seen in full-size sedans such as full-width taillights, a formal roofline,

and a chrome waterfall grille. In various forms, the chrome waterfall grille became a signature
styling feature across the Mercury product line from the late s onward. Revisions to the
suspension and steering were made to improve both ride and handling. LS models are
distinguished by front cornering lamps. From onward, the Grand Marquis was produced solely
as a four-door sedan, as the Colony Park station wagon was discontinued. Ford's Keyless Entry
System became optional on lower-trim packages, and standard on upper trim packages. While
the Panther platform was carried over from , an all-new engine would be used for the Grand
Marquis. The replacement for the OHV 5. An optional handling package, including a heavy-duty
suspension, 3. All models of the Grand Marquis were coupled to a 4-speed automatic
transmission. During the retooling for production of models at its St. After , General Motors
ended production of its B-platform sedans, discontinuing the Buick Roadmaster and Chevrolet
Caprice; without its closest direct competitors, Ford and Lincoln-Mercury were left with a highly
profitable market niche essentially to themselves; [24] however, several competitors began to
introduce competitive vehicles in the segment. For , the Toyota Avalon was the first
Japanese-brand sedan sold with six-passenger seating although assembled in the United States
; an extended-wheelbase version of the Camry, the Avalon was considered a full-size sedan on
the basis of its interior space. The third-generation Grand Marquis went on sale in late for the
model year with an evolutionary update to the exterior and interior. While the Crown Victoria
was better received in the marketplace than the new-for Chevrolet Caprice, its exterior design
inspired by the Ford Taurus was not as popularly accepted as the Grand Marquis. The
love-or-hate styling factor was bolstered by the fact that the Grand Marquis outsold the Crown
Victoria in and , despite the Vic's police and fleet sales advantage. Ford took note and kept the
Grand Marquis' design language in place for while bringing much of it to the Crown Victoria to
pivot away from "Aero" look. To streamline production, Ford and Mercury returned to a shared
rear roofline between the two model lines, using the formal rear styling of the Grand Marquis;
the configuration would remain in use through the end of production in With General Motors'
full-size B-body vehicles discontinued in to focus on more profitable SUVs and trucks, the
third-generation Grand Marquis mostly competed against its Ford Crown Victoria counterpart
and remained successful, selling over , units per year. The third-generation Grand Marquis
retained the Panther chassis from its predecessors, lengthened in wheelbase to To upgrade
handling stability, the three-link rear axle in use on large Fords since was replaced by a four-link
rear axle with a Watt's linkage , though a solid rear axle was retained. The third-generation
Grand Marquis retained the same powertrain as the Grand Marquis, with a 4. In a minor revision,
several underhood components were relocated, with the power steering reservoir was attached
to the engine and the coolant overflow reservoir was relocated onto the radiator both were
located on a fender. For , the standard-equipment V8 with single exhaust was increased in
output to hp from The handling suspension package continued in production, paired with the
dual-exhaust version of the 4. For , the engines were re-tuned to and hp, respectively. For and
early , a 3. While bearing a strong resemblance to the previous generation, the Grand Marquis
shared only the roof stamping and doors from its predecessor. Designers revised the front and
rear bumpers, squaring off their design. The exterior trim was largely simplified, deleting the
chrome trim above the headlamps. The rear fascia is similar to the Crown Victoria but instead
uses a red lens panel between the taillights. The grille was restyled slightly as a larger version
of the design. The interior was carried over from the update, with a two-spoke steering wheel
replacing the previous four-spoke design. The chrome trim was deleted from the
column-mounted gear shifter and the turn signal lever. For , the Grand Marquis saw an
extensive styling update, and the Ford Panther chassis was redesigned for the first time since
its introduction for During the s, Mercury would introduce two additional full-size sedans: the
Mercury Marauder and the Mercury Montego rebranded the Mercury Sable. In addition, the
Grand Marquis largely replaced the Ford Crown Victoria in the retail market since the CV was
removed from retail sale for the model year. This was reflected in the fourth generation Grand
Marquis' styling shifting over to the more generic look of the third-generation Crown Victoria,
combining elements of both vehicles into one model that would serve both customer bases. In ,
the Grand Marquis marked 35 years of production, overtaking the Cougar as the
longest-produced nameplate sold by the Mercury brand. In September , after a short production
run, the final versions for retail sale were produced. Slated to end production in December , the
production of fleet models was extended due to a parts shortage at the St. Thomas, Ontario
factory. On January 4, , the last Grand Marquis was produced in St. Thomas; it was the last
Mercury produced by Ford. While styling changes to the Grand Marquis were evolutionary, the
changes to the Panther platform were far more extensive. To improve chassis rigidity, an
all-new frame was introduced with fully boxed and hydroformed frame rails. In an effort to
improve handling, the front and rear suspension were redesigned along with the brakes. A quiet

EBD brake booster with a mechanical panic assist system was added. The new suspension
changes required changing wheel designs to those with a high positive offset. Rack and pinion
steering replaced the old recirculating ball system in an effort to increase steering precision and
reduce costs. In standard versions of the Grand Marquis, the rear-axle ratio was 2. The handling
package was standard equipment on LS-trim export models. For , the Handling and
Performance Package, as well as the 5-passenger front bucket-seat option, were both
discontinued; both were similar to the Crown Victoria's LX Premium Sport and Handling
Package. These were the only post Grand Marquis variants produced for North America to be
equipped with dual exhaust. For the model year, the Grand Marquis retained the version of the
Modular V8 introduced in During the redesign, a number of changes were made to the engine.
Other changes included an intake manifold with an aluminum water crossover and an electronic
returnless fuel system. The new engine was distinguished by a redesigned engine cover,
featuring a chrome "V8" emblem; the oil filler cap was moved to the passenger-side valve cover
and the power steering fluid reservoir was moved off of the engine block onto the radiator
shroud. In , the engine was given flex-fuel capability E All versions of the Grand Marquis were
sold with variants of the AOD 4-speed overdrive automatic transmission. From to , the 4R70W
was used. In , it was replaced by the 4R75E shared with the Ford truck lineup. As part of the
redesign, Lincoln-Mercury stylists were tasked with giving the Grand Marquis a more
contemporary look, bringing it in line with other Mercury-division vehicles. While largely
evolutionary, a number of changes modernized the exterior. In a change similar to the Town Car
redesign, the heavily rounded bumpers seen on the Grand Marquis since gave way to a
squared-off lower look. The trunk and taillight trim was simplified with more contemporary
badging. In the front, to improve cooling, a larger grille introduced the Grand Marquis to the
Mercury waterfall-style grille trim. Grand Marquis LS Limited Editions were equipped with a
hood ornament, seen for the first time since ; the option also marked the return of
factory-produced two-tone paint. To ease production, the Grand Marquis adopted body-color
trim for the B-pillars, similar to the Crown Victoria. In , for a single year, the radio antenna
became externally mounted, to the rear fender. After years of declining sales, chrome wire
wheel covers were optional from the factory for the last time. For , the Grand Marquis was given
a mid-cycle exterior update, in what would be the last styling update for the Panther vehicles.
The trapezoidal grille seen since was replaced by a rectangular one with a waterfall pattern
similar to the Montego; the headlight clusters no longer extended to the sides of the grille, in a
fashion similar to the Grand Marquis. A redesign of the lower bumper allowed the addition of
foglights as an option for the first time. In the rear, the trunk trim was changed from red to gray.
While not as extensive as changes to the exterior or chassis, Mercury made a number of
changes to update the interior of the Grand Marquis in its redesign. Updated door panels and
redesigned switchgear improved interior ergonomics, while the dashboard from remained in
place. In , due to several mechanical modifications, several changes are made. A fully electronic
throttle moves the cruise control function into the main engine computer. For the front seats,
occupant weight sensors were added, which allowed the front passenger airbag to be disabled.
For , another major change was made as the instrument panel on all Panther-platform cars was
redesigned; the optional digital instrument panel was discontinued, as was the use of an analog
odometer. While the oil pressure and voltage gauges were removed, a notable addition was a
tachometer ; the Grand Marquis was one of the last Ford vehicles sold without one. Similar to
other Ford vehicles, the new instrument panel features a Driver Information Center trip
computer , consolidating many functions previously seen in the overhead console in between
the speedometer and tachometer. In , an auto-dimming rearview mirror was added as an option,
along with a full-size spare tire making its return. In , due to federal regulations, side airbags
became standard equipment along with recessed window switches. As part of the redesign,
Mercury would change the Grand Marquis trim lineup for In place of the traditional two-model
line, the Grand Marquis was expanded to five. Introduced at the Chicago Auto Show in February
, and in showrooms by May, the LSE was designated as the LS Premium with a heavy-duty rear
suspension, shorter rear-axle ratio, and a hp dual-exhaust engine; it offered 5-passenger
seating with leather, dual power bucket seats, with a center console and floor shifter. The LSE
was short-lived, as its production ended in December ; it made a brief return for From to a
Limited Edition version of the LS model was sold. This included an appearance package with
chromed mirrors, body-colored door handles, and a two-tone leather interior. Limited Edition
models also came with side airbags standard. They included a Mercury badge hood ornament ,
making its return for the first time since For LS models, a Palm Beach trim option was available;
it consisted primarily of special upholstery and badging. For , following the introduction of a
"No-Stock" marketing guideline by Lincoln-Mercury, the Grand Marquis trim line underwent a
revision. The former was available exclusively for fleet purchase in the United States while the

latter was available only by dealer special order to minimize unsold inventory of cars. On June
2, , Ford announced that it would end production of all Mercury vehicles by the end of as it
discontinued the brand after 72 years. As a result of an unplanned delay in parts shipments, the
final Grand Marquis was produced on January 4, at am. In continuous production for 36 years,
the Grand Marquis was the longest-produced Mercury. In total, over 2. The Panther platform
served as the basis for Grand Marquis design for 32 years. Nearly unmatched by other
automakers for longevity, the external appearance of the Grand Marquis remained largely
unchanged for the last 19 years of its production life along with its engine, the model shared a
number of body panels with its counterpart. During its production, the Grand Marquis was sold
throughout North America, although it was not always badged as a Mercury. Outside of North
America, exports were concentrated on the Middle Eastern market, where its large size and V8
power were attributes still sought by buyers towards the end of production. After , Ford of
Canada discontinued sales of the Ford Crown Victoria outside of commercial fleets and law
enforcement, concentrating civilian sales in Canada on the Mercury Grand Marquis. Following
the model year, the Mercury brand was phased out in Canada, though Ford of Canada would
market the Grand Marquis through its Ford dealerships. Sales continued through the end of
production in , as it was replaced by the redesigned Ford Taurus introduced for The Grand
Marquis wagon was produced and sold for the Mexican market as the Ford Grand Marquis
Country Squire; it was sold through the model year. From to it was manufactured in Mexico.
Thomas, Ontario, Canada. Although the Ford Grand Marquis was considered a sales success in
Mexico and developed a reputation for luxury and prestige as the most expensive domestic
nameplate available for sale, as in the United States, sales began to decline as the model aged.
The GCC-Spec vehicles initially offered a lower price, reliability, and relative simplicity
compared to German and Japanese luxury sedans , but the GCC-spec Mercury Grand Marquis
began to lose market share in the s towards updated competitors such as the Holden-produced
Chevrolet Caprice and Dodge Charger. Produced alongside North American examples in St. All
were fitted with the High Ambient Temperature and Speed Package, heavy-duty battery, and an
auxiliary transmission fluid cooler. Prior to , export vehicles included a catalytic converter
delete option. All standard-wheelbase examples were fitted with true dual exhaust. The
counterpart to the Handling and Performance Package sold in the United States, the Export
Handling Package consisted of rear air suspension with stiffer springs , a larger front stabilizer
bar, and a heavy-duty rear stabilizer bar. In contrast to the U. Following , the model was
identified by a trunk lid spoiler shared with the Mercury Marauder. To accommodate for the
Middle Eastern climate, cloth seats are standard equipment, with leather upholstery as an
option. In addition, the language of warning labels are in Arabic. Middle Eastern versions of the
Grand Marquis are equipped with slightly different options and features than their North
American counterparts. Prior to , six different trim levels were available:. The GSL is a
long-wheelbase model offering millimetres 6. The once-optional gauge cluster is standard, with
controls located on the center of the dashboard, between the headunit and climate controls. In
North America , this model was only available to fleet customers as a commercial taxi version of
the Ford Crown Victoria. For , the Grand Marquis was only available in two different trim levels:
GSL and LS, both of which were near-identical in terms of features and options. The LS was a
Fleet model, which was heavily de-contented, losing once-standard features such as an
overhead console with a compass and a power passenger seat. The Export Handling Package
was dropped, eliminating features such as the Mercury Marauder spoiler and rear air
suspension. For , the GS model reappeared in the lineup, and several features such as the
Mercury Marauder spoiler became available as standalone options. The Export Handling
Package was made standard along with a power passenger seat. In Kuwait, the LS model M7F
was not available to the general public in , as they are heavily sold to fleet buyers, such as the
Ministry of Defense, Ministry of Interior, Ministry of Health and state-owned Kuwait Oil Company
, where they are given to employees as fringe benefits. The LS Ultimate Edition remains a Fleet
model and differed slightly from the GS, equipped with leather seats, electronic automatic
temperature control EATC , and an automatically dimming rear-view mirror. Lumbar support
was no longer available. From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. Motor vehicle. It launched on
March 21, as an early model. Radios are redesigned with a new control layout. Exterior trim
features increased use of body-color trim and less chrome. On the front, a larger, rounder grille
is better integrated to the body, while all lights on the front are changed to clear lenses. The
license plate is now centered in between the taillamps. On the trunk lid, the Mercury and Grand
Marquis lettering is italicized and reduced in size. Inside, much of the interior receives an
update, with new seats, door panels, and the entire dashboard is redesigned with attention paid
to ergonomics. Switching locations with the climate controls, a Double-DIN radio featured large
buttons and knobs; on models without automatic climate controls, rotary knobs replaced

sliding controls. The power seat controls, if specified, were now located on the door panels
along with enlarged buttons for the power windows and door locks. The outdated horizontal
speedometer was replaced by the instrument cluster used in the Crown Victoria adding a
voltmeter and oil-pressure gauge ; a digital instrument panel with the trip computer was still an
option. Inside, the Ford "brick" airbag wheel in use since was replaced with a new design
shared with many Ford and Lincoln-Mercury cars, integrating the horn into a smaller steering
wheel hub. The Mercury emblems are removed from the C-pillars. Archived from the original on
October 2, Retrieved January 26, Retrieved June 24, A concise guide to the Ford and Mercury
full-size automobile production Belvedere Publishing, Retrieved June 20, Retrieved April 15,
Retrieved May 19, Retrieved July 31, Police use". Retrieved February 5, Retrieved May 20,
Archived from the original on May 1, Retrieved December 10, Kent; Clark, Kim B. Popular
Mechanics. House of Representatives, on investigation no. International Trade Commission.
September 28, The New York Times. Archived from the original PDF on November 7, Retrieved
April 27, Archived from the original PDF on May 22, Ford Motor. Archived from the original PDF
on August 21, Retrieved February 13, Mercury vehicles. A division of Ford Motor Company , â€”
Category Commons. Categories : Mercury vehicles Rear-wheel-drive vehicles Full-size vehicles
Goods manufactured in Canada Cars introduced in s cars s cars s cars s cars Sedans Ford
Panther platform Flagship vehicles. Hidden categories: Use mdy dates from February Articles
with short description Short description is different from Wikidata All articles with unsourced
statements Articles with unsourced statements from April Articles with unsourced statements
from October Commons category link is on Wikidata. Namespaces Article Talk. Views Read Edit
View history. Help Learn to edit Community portal Recent changes Upload file. Download as
PDF Printable version. Wikimedia Commons. Mercury Ford. Hazelwood, Missouri St. Full-size
Ford â€” Ford Panther platform â€” Canada: St. Thomas, Ontario St. Ford 5. Ford AOD 4-speed
overdrive automatic. Ford Windsor V8 [14]. Thomas Assembly. Ford Modular V8. Sport compact.
Personal luxury. Grand Marquis. Station Wagon. Colony Park. Light truck. A Project â€” Its
going to be a lot of work but it will yield an amazing jewel. I'm open to any help that may be
given. Thanks in advance for any help! Pros: Its got a lot of memories with the family. Low
miles,. Runs great, build like a tank, and has a full frame. The gas mileage is bad around 18
combined , but it has power, is fun to drive, and doesn't require a lot of maintenance. My Car
â€” The old girl worked good Took lots of oil.. Blew a few motors in it.. The speakers sounded
awsome with the new cd deck that I instaled Over all I wish I wood of fixed it up again.. I miss
the ride.. And all the options it had like digal dash.. Automatic temp. And it even told you how
long you had till you run out of fuel Highly recomend one.. Cons: Burns alot of oil for a tank of
gas like a half a liter. My Car â€” My car looks, handles, brakes, and drives damn well
considering it age, although i need to do some cosmetic and very little mechanical upkeep on it.
The gas mileage could be alot better I am only getting about 12mpg. I'll be happy if I didnt have
to worry about certain things with the car. Pros: Decent power, ride comfort and is in good
shape. Cons: Stalls occasionally at idle, and I need a new driver side cornering lamp. Pros: Has
a lot of power Cons: Gas prices are high and it gets horrible mileage Big car makes for hard
parralell parking I purchased a Mercury GM in and drove it for , miles without a major problem.
Hope to do the same with the new I purchased. Read More. Established reliability record; plenty
of interior space; powerful motor; decent MPG. This car rides like a dream; handles amazingly
well, and gets far better mileage than my late-model Mustang does. On a recent mile road trip, I
got an amazing A big plus is th The cars are amazing they can literally last forever and are built
like tanks. I understand what the Mercury Grand Marquis offers and it is the best for the money
luxury car left. I really enjoy the room, comfort and level of trim in this car. I drive a Police
Interceptor for work, so I really feel at home in this baby. Handles very well and get great fuel
economy for her size It is not the best car on gas but i love the car its so comfortable great for a
lot of people fitting and a very smooth drive. Its a good driving car. If youre purchasing one
used, do your research ask preliminary questions and get a pre-sale inspection from an
independent mechanic. Dont purchase Previous ones were '89 and '98, all LSs. All three of them
were bought used and have been very decent cars. My wife and I are taller than average old
Have you driven a Mercury Grand Marquis? Rank This Car. User Reviews. Displaying all
Mercury Grand Marquis reviews reviews. Back Seats:. Cons: Its been beat up, brake problems
etc Is this helpful? Yes No. Edison writes:. Cons: Gets Bad Mileage. Fred writes:. Pros: The loud
exhaust. Is this review helpful? Zachary writes:. Nathan writes:. Cons: slow. Reviews From
Other Years. Read all Mercury Grand Marquis reviews. Read all 6 Mercury Grand Marquis
reviews. Read all 8 Mercury Grand Marquis reviews. Read all 4 Mercury Grand Marquis reviews.
Cars compared to Mercury Grand Marquis. Related Models For Sale. Other Years. Used Cars for
Sale. Select Year Low miles, Cons: Its been beat up, brake problems etc Pros: The loud exhaust
Cons: Burns alot of oil for a tank of gas like a half a liter Is this review helpful? Coronavirus

update: New contactless services to help keep you safe. Wallace contacted me within the hour
and gave me all the information I requested almost immediately. It was a great experience and I
would definitely purchase from Wallace Motors again. My experience at Wallace Motors was not
what we've all come to expect from a used car dealer. He was friendly. He was respectful. He
accurately described the condition of the SUV I was interested in, even pointing out its flaws. I
got a nice used SUV at a nice price. Go see this guy!! The dealership was helpful and courteous
however we are not able to reach a reasonable price So we have not made a deal. Dennis and
Katie were great to work with. Very personal and prompt. I would highly recommend this team
and dealership. Mark and his associates were extremely responsive and creative to my out of
state needs by taking photos and videos to support a closer look at a vehicle, virtually. Brian
Brewer Help me over the thanksgiving weekend, everything was done over the phone and
emails. I never saw the car in person but the way Brian handled it give me confidence and trust.
He make the transaction successful. I'm at miles a way but no doubt I will return. Selective
Motors contacted and set a time to meet. We did not pursue this vehicle due to finding another
that meet the needs better, but the professionalism was perfect. Set a pm appt on Monday,
vehicle was at Vega repair shop. Was told to come back tomorrow. On my way there at pm Tues.
Wednesday, I get an email saying they sold the truck. I never even got a chance to check it out,
although they said they would call as soon as it was ready. I went somewhere else and
purchased a vehicle. Very pleasant experience buying from Struckman Ford. Justin goes out of
his way to put you at ease when buying a used vehicle. I would definitely recommend
Struckman Ford if you're shopping new or used vehicles, or need service work. You won't be
disappointed. They worked with me to get me the car I needed at the price I needed. I would
recommend them to anyone! We'll help you find great deals among the millions of vehicles
available nationwide on CarGurus, and we'll provide you with dealer reviews and vehicle history
for each one. After all, over 30 million shoppers use CarGurus to find great deals on used cars
and new cars in their area. And when it's time to get rid of your old ride, sell your car simply and
securely on CarGurus. Once you're ready to narrow down your search results, go ahead and
filter by price, mileage, transmission, trim, days on lot, drivetrain, color, engine, options, and
deal ratings. And if you only want to see cars with a single owner, recent price drops, photos, or
available financing , our filters can help with that too. All Years to All Years. Radius 10 mi 25 mi
50 mi 75 mi mi mi mi mi Nationwide. Find Mercury Grand Marquis listings in your area Search
Coronavirus update: New contactless services to help keep you safe. Best deals first. CarGurus
User. Negotiable , mi. Request Information. Image Not Available. This car rides like a dream;
handles amazingly well, and gets far better mileage than my late-model Mustang does. On a
recent mile road trip, I got an amazing A big plus is the huge trunk, which can carry an
unbelievable amount of stuff. Some may say that it's styling is "out of date", and maybe so
Read more. I purchased a Mercury GM in and drove it for , miles without a major problem. Hope
to do the same with the new I purchased. Why Use CarGurus? Explore commercial truck,
aviation, off-road and other types of Goodyear tires. Search by DOT number to quickly and
easily find information on recalls. Take a look at how some of our best tires stack up against the
competition. How To Buy Tires Online. Buy the right tire in a few simple steps. Learn more
about how it works. How To Compare Tires. Before you start shopping, learn how to compare
tires side by side. Auto Service Coupons. Sign up for Offers and More. Get emails with special
savings and helpful tips from tire experts. Online Payment Options. Goodyear Credit Card. A
fast, convenient way to get exclusive rebates and finance your tire and service purchases. Find
A Service Center. Take care of your auto service and maintenance needs at a service center
near you. Service Warranty Info. Take a look at the coverage you get under Goodyear's service
warranties. Witness the hard work, determination and drive it takes to rise above the
competition. Goodyear has a large tire catalog complete with all-season tires, winter tires, sport
performance tires, and more. You are leaving Goodyear. You are leaving the Goodyear. Let us
guide you there. Finding your tire size is simple. When you're looking at your tire, your sidewall
should look similar to one of these two options. Start entering the first number as highlighted
below. Enter the second number on your tire's sidewall as highlighted below. Heads up: Some
tires might show a number like The correct size information is important for accurate results.
Our Tire Advisors are here to walk you through the process. And if you're interested, they can
even order for you. Select the number that matches your trailer tire sidewall. Locate your tire
size information on your tire's sidewall or owner's manual. Finding your size is simple. Once
you are at your vehicle, write down the following highlighted numbers located on your sidewall
in the order shown below. Still have questions? Call us. If you change your vehicle or tire size ,
the tire in your cart will be removed. We're sorry. For the best experience, please consider
upgrading to the most current version of your browser. Find the Right Tire We've made tire
shopping simple. Tires Overview. Get Special Financing. Offers Overview. Auto Services

Overview. Explore the world of Goodyear racing. Just let us know how we can help you. About
Us Overview. Find Tires. How would you like to search? Browse all sizes here. Start Over. Tire
selector form vehicle Your location helps us provide you with pricing and availability. Use
current location. Not sure? We're here to help. First Number First Number. Second Number.
Third Number. First Number. Enter the third number on your tire's sidewall as highlighted
below. Tire selector form size Your location helps us provide you with pricing and availability.
Where To Look The correct size information is important for accurate results. Tire selector form
trailer Your location helps us provide you with pricing and availability. Where To Look Locate
your tire size information on your tire's sidewall or owner's manual. Enter Info. Confirm vehicle.
License Plate Number Please enter a valid license plate. Tire selector form license Your location
helps us provide you with pricing and availability. Searching our database Matching your
license plate We can help. Continue Search by Size. Find your tire size instead. Continue Search
with Vehicle. Try searching by your vehicle's tire size instead. Start Search by Size. Not all tires
fit every vehicle or tire size. Continue Cancel. Updating your cart You entered a Canadian
address. We're sending you to Goodyear's Canada site to see results - don't worry, we saved
your tire information. We couldn't find this location in the U. Please enter a valid U. Would you
like to see tires for this SIZE or start a new search? Would you like to sell products for this
vehicle on Amazon. Learn how. There's a problem loading this m
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enu right now. Learn more about Amazon Prime. Get free delivery with Amazon Prime. Back to
top. Get to Know Us. Amazon Payment Products. English Choose a language for shopping. Skip
to main content. Exterior Accessories. Mirrors Exterior Mirrors Towing Mirrors. Interior
Accessories. Amazon Music Stream millions of songs. Amazon Advertising Find, attract, and
engage customers. Amazon Drive Cloud storage from Amazon. Alexa Actionable Analytics for
the Web. Sell on Amazon Start a Selling Account. AmazonGlobal Ship Orders Internationally.
Amazon Rapids Fun stories for kids on the go. ComiXology Thousands of Digital Comics.
DPReview Digital Photography. East Dane Designer Men's Fashion. Shopbop Designer Fashion
Brands. Deals and Shenanigans. Ring Smart Home Security Systems. Amazon Subscription
Boxes Top subscription boxes â€” right to your door. PillPack Pharmacy Simplified. Amazon
Renewed Like-new products you can trust. Amazon Second Chance Pass it on, trade it in, give it
a second life.

